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ABSTRACT

The analysis of values of plant production uses here an original method of graphical analy-
sis. This method clarifies various difficulties of analysing big experience feedback databases
among which the language interpretation and distinctions between scarce events and pluria-
nual events.
In general, the method shows the logical processes that production values obey (pure
chance logic, administrative logic, and willpower)
This method of graphical analysis provides a tool to observe and question in a concrete way
so that each person involved can put the events in which he played a role into the general
context of other plants. It is a deductible method to improve this big and complex system.
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WHY PERFORM A GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTION VALUES?

Analysis of production values leads to:
• measure in detail the direct performance of apparatus
• evaluate the interdependencies between direct activities on apparatus and indirect activi-

ties such as tertiary logistics and engineering,
• and optimise production on the basis of many particular values.
More generally, the analysis allows deductible reasoning as opposite to inductible reasoning.
Inductible reasoning is used to favour invention and creation but great systems like nuclear
production need painstaking consideration and distinction between exceptional and com-
mon.

" Who has moved mountains, transported first little stones "
Chinese proverb

The graphics allow to gather on a limited surface of paper a large quantity of values and, as
it were, to let the numbers talk.
The aim of graphical analysis is thus to represent the values of similar things belonging to all
nuclear plants, during several years, as to understand how one can improve all their per-
formances, without forgetting any or degrade others.

HOW TO ANALYSE?

The stakes are wide because a nuclear plant is complex. It is perhaps more complex than
most of industrials facilities because distant specialities always interact:
• design and operating,
• regulation and rules of art,
• changes in neighbourhood (environment, climate, and people culture) and improvements.
In this context, collective representation of things has a lot of importance.
As everything influences everything, everyone understands poorly the representations that
others make and, even among experts, at the very outset, arises the question of language.
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What difficulties come from language?
It is rather astonishing to speak of language in the concrete field of production and engi-
neering.
However the basic material composed of recordings from analytical accountancy is based on
interpretations of language. It is enough to observer the avatars that suffer the everyday
wordings of codes in accountancy to be convinced of fluctuations and varieties of interpreta-
tion.
In practice people get accustomed to drifts of designations from one place to another, from
one period of construction to another, because each shift is individually comprehensible un-
fortunately, as a whole, shifts breed chaos!
Here are two examples of these difficulties:
• the core of reactor may be called, according to the sites, " RCP 000 BA", " RCP 001
CW"," RCP 011 BA". One must therefore find again these swerves of designation among
the very numerous recordings1 of the database of accountancy and determine if some sites
use several designations at the same time or record some works related to the core among
a more general set of primary apparatus. Besides, one must understand the shortened
words of every record2 to know if it deals with opening/closing, with unloading/reloading of
fuel, with radiological controls or with repair.
• the replacement of a damaged transformer pole is sometimes recorded as common
maintenance during outage , or as a " self-insured " operation with a character of "absolute
necessity". This example shows that even the codification of management information lacks
of reliability and that one must find cross-checks to correct them.

The first action, before defining similar things to be compared, is therefore to make a grid
and sort the recordings properly.

GRIDDING THE INFORMATION

We have built a language grid of recordings based on the 6 questions associated to the
mnemonic" WWWWHW":

• who is concerned by an activity, who pays and who is paid, who is capable of answering
the questions about the measured thing ?

• what is the measured thing, what is done ?
• where is the measured thing, in what place, on which device ?
• when the thing is measured ?
• how are the accounts recording completed, in what account, with which sharing rules of

general charges ?
• why is the thing done ?
These questions seem as independent as possible one to another and this is why they have
been kept to structure the first level of the knowledge.
To go further in detail, we organise the answers to these questions. We aim to structure the
answers in a pyramidal way, according to levels of subsidiarity3. And we are led to build tree
structure of answers at every question, from the most general answer up to the most spe-
cific.
As an example, to the question " where ? " we kept at the root of the tree structure:
• the nuclear plants as a whole
and at the following levels :

•the site,
•the plant,

• the function,
• the type of device,

• the elementary apparatus4 of production.
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Finally this grid supplies a model of knowledge for things recorded inside the analytical ac-
countancy

One must next establish the computer requests that link the information of the analytical ac-
countancy and meshes of this grid.
The least possible information is lost by considering similar things at the lower level of the
tree structure common to all sites or by using the trick of allocation keys.

This model of knowledge is indeed not universal, but is there an " Esperanto" to work in
these complex areas where everything influences everything ? At least this model is easy to
modify and capable of structuring every database of analytical accountancy without interact-
ing with the information system.

Let us specify now the most particular tree structures.

Tree structure of answers to main questions coming out from the grid.
The 3 following paragraphs are completely oriented to linguistics. They aim to give a struc-
ture to the language and should facilitate translation between French, English and German.
Grammatical forms (interrogative, verbs without object...) are used to organise the various
items into a hierarchy. We don't try here to explain nor to demonstrate an idea but only to
organise all the ideas to which one may associate a value.
—Question " what ? " for production

What is produce in a nuclear plant ?
• operate

operate the equipment
follow the production in real time ( specialised monitoring in chemistry, physics )
manage the byproducts ( wastes packaging, releases)
manoeuvre the fuel
guarantee safety in production (pyramid of controls from operators to safety authorities )

• maintain the production equipment and its auxiliaries
( see details in following paragraph)

• give tertiary support to production and maintenance
ensure site security to prevent unauthorised access ( site protection)
manage (buying, storage, human resources, account)
gives services to the personnel

training
care (medicine, radiationprotection, safety at work)
facilities (buildings, consumables, restaurants, transport and dwellings)

• supply the nuclear fuel
• participate to the general economy

of the company (financial costs, decommissioning, downstream of fuel cycle)
• of the country (taxes, indirect cost like ultimate management of wastes )
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—Details on the question " what ?" about maintenance
The answers to the question" what kind of maintenance do we do ?" integrates everything that it is
convenient to count among the costs of maintenance even if some people think that engineering,
research and development and improvements are not part of maintenance in the strict sense!

What kind of maintenance do we do ?
• act on the apparatus in use

work in contact with apparatus, " on the metal"
support and provide technical logistics

permit access to the apparatus (scaffolding, de-cladding, ...)
make secure ( equipment blocking, premises conditioning, decontamination ...)
cleaning up (changing room, laundry, technological waste, ...)
make available means of working (tools, storage, documentation )

contribute to general working of maintenance structures
plan and prepare the actions
lead the people and manage their activities

operate the apparatus without producing electricity
observe the production apparatus (without dismantling or using heavy tools), test the safe-

guard apparatus, report the malfunctions,
operate the apparatus that are necessary to maintain other apparatus (equipment blocking,

service apparatus)
• study and conceive production devices

engineering of design (studies of equipment modifications)
enaineerina of uphold the production

Let us notice that with technical progress, work in contact with apparatus tends to diminish, while
engineering increases ; nuclear logistic and general structures undergo two opposite effects, they
increase with new safety requirements but decrease with reduction of work at contact.

—question " why ? "
Among all questions from the grid, the most difficult is certainly the question "why ?". Indeed
it is not easy to make a structure for the different way of saying " why one has allocated
something on a topic ?'.
It is difficult because the question " why ? " is the essence of work and it is difficult because
the answer is often neither unique neither permanent. For example, the damage of core ves-
sel was first considered as linked to force majeure then it became a safety and generic re-
quirement.

Why implement maintenance? "
• because apparatus and devices have to be "maintained or restored to a specified state or be

capable of providing a determined action "1

Ddirectly on the particular apparatus
because the action is ordinary ( several times reproducible on the same apparatus)

periodical, systematic (according to national or local programmes)
with short periodicity (<= 5 years)
with long periodicity (> 5 years)

non periodic, following itemised event (predictive maintenance)
because the action is exceptional

linked to " force majeure "1

linked to wear that can scarcely be reproduced on the same device
works of renovation1 or overhaul,

Dupstream, upon the design of devices themselves,
profitable transformation for production
requested transformation by a power external to production ( safety, environment)
transformation allowing an evolution of production organisation

Dindirectly upon the production devices ,
through transforming the organisation of production
through transforming the design of "production functions"

We notice here that technical progress tends to:
• confirm predictive maintenance and reduce systematic maintenance,
• confirm renovation5 actions and reduce the matters of absolute necessity.
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HOW TO MAKE GRAPHS OF PRODUCTION VALUES?

We establish a "graphical individuaf for each nuclear plant and each year of study. These
individuals come from the gridding of basic information. For example: costs of common
and/or exceptional maintenance of 3 extraction pumps in the 58 plants, over 7 years.
Every graphical individual is visualised by a "descriptive" symbol; for example [square] plant
with 4 loops (PWR1300 ), [triangle] plant with 3 loops (PWR900 ), [blue] at The seaside,
[red, orange] Southeast, [green] East, [cross] or [secondary colour ] for plant n°1 to n°6 on
same site.
The ordinate axis represents the value studied, abscissa axis represents The years or the
duration of periods.

The biggest graph represents the raw values associated to every individual. This graph also
comprises several lines:
• the upper and lower boundaries (continuous orange lines), beyond which the positions

on the graph are artificially brought closer. This allows a satisfactory scale for most dots
as well as drawing attention to individuals that "come out" of the scale. Dots placed be-
tween the orange lines are extreme points whose values have to be read in the numeric
listing associated to the graph.

• the upper and lower thresholds (dotted black lines), delimit a band in which the statistics
are calculated. These thresholds allow to keep for statistic calculations only values within
the central band and eliminate extreme values. Let us notice that the adjustment of these
thresholds is a main step in graphical analysis.

• the statistical lines show the evolutions of two different characters: lower and upper
quartiles ( doted thin lines), average ( continuous red or blue lines ) and median ( broken
red or blue lines)

The smallest graphs, on the right of the page, show average values for each individual dur-
ing the duration studied, versus the period of occurrence as well as other statistical results:
• the thresholds (black doted lines), appear to be here hyperbolas because the abscissa

axis shows values of periodicity and not years,
• the global average (red or blue lines) of all individuals.
The two small graphs distinguish two subgroups: for example, seaside plants and riverside
plants, or exceptional expenditures and common expenditures. Last small graph shows other
averages versus other periods concerning criteria such as type of outage.

HOW TO READ THE GRAPHS ?

—Graphs of repeating event that happen every year
Most of the values measured in production occur every year with the notable exception of

maintenance in contact with apparatus. When we represent, for example, salaries or local
taxes, the graphs show the difference individuals in a band easy to locate and as directed by
intuition.
We shall see further how more difficult it is for "in contact" maintenance.
When one follows the evolution of an ordinary individual in relation to others, on does
benchmarking and one may discover references to pay attention to or establish aims that are
accessible because others have already reached them.
When one examines the whole, one may appreciate the quality of usual cumulating such as
the total of salaries or the total of local taxes. In particular, one may observe easily whether
evolution is due
• to the incoming of new individuals,
• to particular events specific to some individuals,
• to changes in accounting rules or to mistakes in the analytical accountancy or in the grid-

ding,
• to general decisions,
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• to the structural characteristics of certain individuals.
These graphs of repetitive events also allow to induce reference costs useful for forecast-
ing. But then one shall reason by looking into the margins of error and temporal depth.
For example, to determine manpower cost of EPR plant, in year 2020, we have looked to the
evolution of manpower cost of all French plants since 1980. The idea was that, in order to
envisage the changes during the 20 next years, we had to examine the changes of the last
20 years. This type of reasoning does not lead to a "prediction" but rather to a "forecast" of
the future. Indeed:
• a prediction sets out a result that will be observed if everything happens as it should hap-

pen,
• while a prevision describes what one must do or not, must suffer or not, to reach a result

having a value.
—The dispersion of "in contact" maintenance costs
Unlike values that repeat each year, apparatus maintenance costs lead to a large dispersion
of dots. This dispersion is often repulsive but it leads to heightened awareness of reality
without a priori mathematical correction.
• primo, everyone may check that the values of the individuals he knows are correct and he

is free to understand and to accept the gridding of the analytical accountancy,
• secundo, one may " see" if areas more dense than others exist, if families of individuals

must be separated or if some individuals are missing.

We meet with 2 frequent cases of dispersion:
— "exponential" dispersion
It is frequent that identical apparatus are maintained in a systematic manner according to
programmes planned once a year or once per outage or for various periods (for example
every 3 years and every 8 years)

Let us view the theoretical example of 2 big
pumps that are
- quickly checked every outage at a cost of
1 kEuro,
- inspected every 3 years at a cost of 3 kEuro,
-completely examined every 6 years at a cost
of 6 kEuro.
The combination of these 3 values over the 2
pumps leads to 8 possible expenditures every
year(0, 2,4, 6, 7,9, 12 kEuro).
The graph shows how are distributed the 36
graphical individuals associated to 6 plants
over 6 years, with 3 possible frequencies of
outage. Among these 36 dots, around 20 are
situated between zero and the average, and
at least 3 are situated higher than twice the
average.

As we go on, let us notice a general rule:
"When the outages become less frequent, the average pluriannual cost diminishes but the
extremes values becomes more numerous". The spacing of outages increases preventive
maintenance scheduling constraints and makes the smoothing of expenditures more difficult.
This example invites the use of "gamma" statistics sharing law 6.
One can sometimes reduce the dispersion by more gridding of data, that means by repre-
senting costs of each individual apparatus; in our example, the dispersion of expenses con-
cerning a single theoretical pump falls from 8 to 4 possible values (0,1,3,6 kEuro).

u, dispersion of cumulated expenses
: § two theoretical pumps
!8

5 outages

4 outages

«.ag «. 3 outages

- - - - mid / 5 out.

- - - - rrid / 4 out.

« - - - rrid / 3 out.

amount (kEuro)
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— "Gaussian" dispersion
In our field, the sharing of graphical individuals is actually never quite symmetric around an
average value. Median and average values never correspond. However, sometimes, be-
tween some thresholds, the sharing seems rather "normal" or gaussian. The steam genera-
tor non-destructive testing cost belongs to this category.
These sharing situations are the most convertible because the first impression must not be
corrected by sophisticated statistic complements as with exponential dispersion.
—The extremes
One must attach a lot of importance to individuals with extreme values
• primo because their tiny number permits a detailed search of their origin,
• secondo because the extremes distort the measurements of average performances
• and finally because the experts memorise these events well and can confirm easily the

reliability of gridded data.
—The evolutions
Statistical curves of the main graph show value trends by unit of action in the band between
thresholds. This is not a general trend because the general evolution depends also on the
evolution of the number of units of action and of extreme values that are left out of calcula-
tion by the choice of thresholds. The small graphs on the left provide information on evolu-
tion of global and periods for each individual.
With all these curves, the graphical representation allows to judge whether evolution comes
from variations of the number of or the value of units of action.

ORIGINALITIES OF NUCLEAR PLANT PRODUCTION

Graphical analysis of data on nuclear plant production shall be useful if it confirms or reveals
special characteristics of this industrial activity otherwise it will stay theoretical.
We like to conclude with some originalities of maintaining nuclear apparatus and devices4.
• outages are expensive and fussy:

concerning apparatus that cannot be maintained without unloading all of the fuel from
the core, direct maintenance cost is low compare to the costs of turning off the plant
and the lack of production;

during the "outage", some devices may not be shut down because safety must be guar-
anteed specially with regards to fuel elements and radioactive products.

• the safeguard apparatus undergo paradoxical maintenance because they never partici-
pate in industrial production, because they deteriorate without using them and operate
only during special testing under severe conditions.

• the unitary costs, the manufacturing times, and the transportation means of some com-
ponents are colossal. In consequence, optimisation of maintenance is built on estimates
of "lifetime duration" compatible with the lifetime duration of the whole plant. Forecasts
that do not respect this coherence lead to sever economic dilemma.

• the apparatus have very high level of performances but are manufactured in small series.
Few tests with large risk and "life-size" are performed in factory,. Ageing and limits of
performances are poorly known at the beginning of operation of many components:
the manufacturer badly guarantees the programmes of preventive maintenance and

needs to participate in non-destructive test programmes,
untimely modifications risk being necessary soon after startup.

• the environment of maintenance actions is restrictive: radioactivity, temperature, pres-
sure and fluid aggressiveness

• components make a particularly heterogeneous whole, from the chip on a monitoring
board to the huge pipes of primary loops. Their maintenance needs therefore "spot on"
and rare specialities. It is impossible to define rules applicable everywhere and, never-
theless, the action of a given speciality must not corrupt reliability of the whole. It is a real
problematic of complexity.
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1 there are 110 000 " orders of action" for the primary circuit of 58 nuclear power plants , between
1993 and 1999.
2 there are 12 000 " orders of action " for the core involving 5 700 shortened different wordings.
3 the quite general concept of subsidiarity happens to be very useful to ensure exhaustiveness of
classifying information from the most general as far as the most particular. Besides the expression
"subsidiarity level" makes explicit quite well the type of" level" we speak about.
4 We make the same distinction for equipment as in language theory, between content and container.
We distinguish here the particular apparatus that can be dismantled and moved and the " device of
production " that is a part of the general design, that supports a function of production but that has no
concrete nature.
5 basically, renovation maintenance concerns repairs of irreplaceable apparatus (only the core and the
container of French plants ) because maintenance aims fundamentally to guarantee all production
functions by replacing particular apparatus that wear down. An industrial equipment does not die if it is
properly maintained furthermore the concept of "general overhaul" corresponds exactly to making the
whole apparatus as good as new.
It is the same with the Eiffel Tower. It does not get old although all its metallic components have been
already replaced several times.
However, common language considers that equipment become dated by obsolescence, when it be-
comes unfit to new requirements of the time. One shall call therefore renovation of installation, re-
placement of obsolete components such as, for instance, electronic monitoring (for which human-
machine interface requirements change quickly ), replacements of steam generators because we are
able to build tubes with a lower risk of leakage.
6 the probability gamma law is so that random variable get value x with the following probability:
Pa, m (x: x>=0) = 1 / a.e"yda. (x/a)m'1 / gamma (m) whose average is x_= a.m, maximum xmax = a.(m-i)
and the standard gap_c =a. m1/2.
This law represents (among other things ) the law of a sum of m random variables of individual prob-
ability Pa, mi (x). It allows to approach with the observed values the allocation of costs according to
their periods. The empirical values of coefficients are given by formulas m = xe

 2 / Qe2 and a = c?e2 / xe.
(where indicia e mark empirical parameters; note, in MSExcel, the parameters m and a are replaced
by a and p ).
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Graph maintenance expenditure on group of big pumps and auxiliaries

This graph is an example of various analysis possi-
bilities. It shows the maintenance expenditures of a
group of pumps and of their auxiliaries among
France's 58 nuclear, from 1993 to 1999, distin-
guishing exceptional and common expenses.
On sees therefore for each year, 2 times 58 sym-
bols associated respectively to common mainte-
nance expenses and exceptional expenses for 58
plants. These points are the "graphical individuals".
These symbols are spread over horizontally, inside
the vertical band of each year, so as to improve
legibility.

The general aspect shows a lot of dots close to
zero and some others scarcer, 11 of which are over
the graph boundary. This scattering is characteristic
of apparatus maintained on a periodic way, with no
action for some years, a partial inspection every 2
to 5 years, and a full inspection every 5 to 10 years.
One notices a lot of [ blue squares] toward the top,
between 1993 and 1996. The drop in statistical
curves in 1998-99 comes from the disappearance
of these high expenses.
The red lines make an irregular band for statistics
on common maintenance costs. This band is delim-
ited by upper and lower quartiles (red doted line);
within this band, the average (red continuous line )
always appears over the median (red dashed line )
between 60 and 120.
The fluctuations of annual statistics show that the
visible decrease of the average, between 1997 and
1999, is hardly significant.
The blue lines make another band for exceptional
maintenance. This band corresponds to statistics
among few individuals (as one can see on the small
graph up on the right) and allows to check that
exceptional expenses are lower than common ones.
The extremes are shown between 2 orange lines at
the top of graph. There are 11 extreme dots (some
are superimposed). They correspond to 11 " orders
of action " easy to find among the 8 500 recordings
of the initial database. One can read in clear text
that they are " overhaul inspections, type C, to be
done every 3 to 5 outages". A single site records
these expenses as exceptional maintenance, the
others note the code associated with "basic pro-
gramme", or "outage skeleton". The explanation
"common maintenance" for these extreme values is
not satisfactory because one should observe in fact
75 dots around the same high values instead of 11 !

The small graphics on the right confirm general
observations.
Abscissa axis graduations mean calendar years for
the coloured curves and periods for the symbols. So
the symbols ( example: [grey dark green circle] 35;
1994 exception ) show on abscissa the repeating
period of expenses ( example: every 2 years for the
symbol facing " 1994" ) and on ordinate the aver-
age over 7 years 1993-99. Facing the first mark on
x-axis one finds expenses that are repeated each
year, and facing the last x-axis mark, one finds the
expenses that happen just once.

Symbols of the second small graph are grouped in clus-
ters. Down on the left, they are averages for each plant
of small actions (small actions are beneath threshold 35
[dotted black line] ). Symbols facing first x-axis demon-
strate that almost all plants record small actions every
year, worth 15. Further right of this cluster, the symbols
[green circle] [orange circle] show plants on which small
actions have been recorded less often.
In the centre of this second small graph, a more diffuse
cluster gathers averages for more consistent actions
(these actions cost between the thresholds 35 and 240 ).
Plants that often recorded more consistent actions (for
instance [white and green square], period #1, 5 year,
average 85 ) have an average cost higher than others (
as [yellow orange square] period 4, average 18 ). The
spreading of this cluster is not surprising because over 7
years, some plants may have 2 5-yearly outages and
others just one.
The extremes visible on the main graph appear top right
of these small graphs. The upper threshold ([dotted black
line] in shape of hyperbole delimits this in the top right
area. One can see a plant ([white + blue square] period 4
years, average 120 ) that records 2 very important ac-
tions over its pumps as common maintenance, several
others ([red square] period 7 years, average 75, [green x
black square] period 7 years, average 45 etc.) recorded a
single action as common maintenance. Lastly, on the
first small graph, one notices that 2 plants ( royal blue
square ] period 7 years, averages 50 and 70 ) recorded
an important action as exceptional maintenance.
The red curve of the second small graph shows the evo-
lution of total common expenses divided by 58: it is an
average for all the plants that performed common main-
tenance between 1993 and 1999. It differs from the red
continuous curve of the main graph that does not con-
sider values outside the threshold. On this second small
graph, common maintenance costs are worth 50 each
year ([red curve of second small graph]) while, on main
graph, consistent actions appear around 100 ([red curve
of main graph]). These consistent actions have therefore
a period around 2 years {100/50).
The last small graph, bottom right, details expenses
depending on whether they were recorded during partial
inspection (vp) or ten-yearly inspection ( vd ) or outside
an outage ( hAT). One sees ([red dotted line]) the sharp
decrease during partial inspection around 1996-97. Ten-
yearly inspections ([doted black line ]) are jerky because
they concern few plants each year.
On this third small graph, symbols are grouped into two
very scattered clusters facing periodicity 1 year and 4
years. This comes from the fact that "outage" is not much
relevant to understanding maintenance expenses: most
expenses are not recorded according to the same outage
criterion at various plants.

Finally, one may summarise the following conclusion
from the graph about these big pumps:
• a site ([blue square with x or + ) recorded non typi-

cal expenses for almost all its plants between 1993
and 1995

• average cost of common maintenance is stable at
50, with consistent action for a period 2 years.

• average cost of exceptional maintenance is steady at
15


